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HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY

The Management of All Area Scaffolding are committed to providing and maintaining a safe and
healthy working environment for all employee's and anyone entering its premises or site with
connection to the company's business operations.

COMPANY'S OBJECTIVES

- To provide employees with appropriate training, information, instruction and

supervision

- Regular consultation on health and safety issues

- To train all employees in safe operating procedures, and provide appropriate personal
protective equipment (PPE)

- To consider safe work principles when planning future development

- To take all practicable steps at all sites at which we work, to identify and manage
hazards and to minimize risk to our employees, other persons on site and members of
the public

- To make sure equipment is safe

- To make sure working arrangements are not hazardous

- Consulting and Cooperating with other businesses operating in the same workplace to
keep everyone safe and healthy.

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILIITES

Each worker is responsible for taking all practicable steps to ensure his own safety and that of
others in the workplace by:

- ldentifying and reporting hazards

- Reporting incidents and accidents

- Applying appropriate hazard control measures using safety equipment provided and
wearing appropriate protective clothing

- Participating in health and safety discussions

- Exercising their right to refuse to do unsafe work

- Not reporting for work under the influence of alcohol or drugs that affects their
performance or can potentially harm others.

The purpose of the company in having this Health and Safety document is not merely to comply
with the Act but to ensure that all our employees are provided with a safe working environment.

It is the responsibility of all workers of All Area Scaffolding to demonstrate a personal
commitment to our Occupational Health and Safety policy, along with that of any principal to
whom our company is contracted to.
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